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Main obstacle to realizing God is attraction to pleasure 
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Tvameva  Maata    Cha  Pita  Tvameva 

Tvameva Bandhusha  Sakhaa  Tvameva 

Tvameva Vidyaa    Dravinam  Tvameva  

Tvameva  Sarvam  Mama   Deva  Deva 
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If you firmly resolve, than realization of the God (Supreme Spirit,           
Paramatma) is not difficult. To give up the world from the heart is             
difficult. This attraction to pleasure - pleasure born of contact          
(pleasure of union), the pleasure of rest and relaxation, the pleasure           
of receiving honour and respect, the pleasure of hoarding, the          
pleasure of pride that let my point be acknowledged and accepted -            
this is the main obstacle. Giving up, appears to be difficult. However            
after giving up these attachments to pleasure, Paramatma        
realization is very straightforward; since Paramatma is ever attained         
by all and in this there is great joy. How can one easily renounce this               
pleasure of union ? This can happen very easily when the inner            
sentiments and feelings are transformed into how others can be          
happy ! How others can get honour and respect ! How others can get              
praise ! How others can be benefited ! 
  
Question : How to change the inner sentiments, Maharajji ? 
Swamiji : Brother ! This can only change by changing the Self ! The              
change of sentiments is up to us. The sentiments should change           
such that I do not wish to take pleasure. Eat your meals, but don't              
seek joy from it; wear clothes, but do not take joy in them. Sleep              
but do not seek comfort from the sleep. Cover yourself with warm            
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clothes, but don't indulge in enjoyment in the warmth of the cover.            
See the world but don't seek pleasure in the seeing. Listen to good             
things, but don't seek joy in the hearing. Think good thoughts but do             
not seek happiness in the good thoughts. 
  
Question : But there appears to be enjoyment in these ! 
Swamiji : Yes! Because it appears so, one is not to become an             
enjoyer. For it to appear to give happiness is not a fault, but to              
become happy in that experience is a mistake. When some person           
becomes and behave as we like, and we become happy thinking that            
this person is very nice. In becoming pleased, as well as considering            
the other person as nice - these are two faults that come in us.              
When some person criticizes us, we feel bad, and we consider that            
person as bad. Therefore, to be unhappy and to consider the other            
person bad, become two flaws that we adopt. 
To take pleasure and to be unhappy are two main obstacles. We            
consider the person who gives us pleasure to be nice. To consider            
the other person as nice is not a fault, but to consider the person              
nice because he gives pleasure to you - that is a fault. To take              
pleasure is not as much of a fault as becoming happy in that             
pleasure. 
 
Having knowledge of pleasure and pain in not a fault, but becoming            
pleased and displeased is. God has said a wonderful thing in Gita            
2/56 - 
 
Let there be knowledge of pain, but let there not be any dejection or              
agitation within. Let there be knowledge of pleasure, but let there           
not be any eager desire within, then the intellect will become stable. 
Look, this is such a deep subject, that it is not so easily recognizable.              
For many years I did not recognize this. For you all, you yourself are              
the ones who know best. I was on an ongoing search about the             
obstacles and why ? We hear, we understand, we read, we inquire,            
then too we do not attain the state that we should be in, then what               
is the main obstacle ? The obstacle arises when in favourable           
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situations we become happy and in unfavourable, we become         
unhappy. To become happy and unhappy, to become joyful or          
sorrowful is all enjoyment. All the enjoyments resulting from         
association with senses and relations are all the cause of sorrow. 
Gita 5/22 says - ’Ye hi samsparshjaa bhogaa dukhayonaya eva te’ -            
‘He who becomes the enjoyer of pleasures, will have to experience           
immense and horrifying sorrow’. 
 
No one can stop that. Joy of sense pleasures takes place out of one's              
own will; whereas, sorrow is experienced by becoming dependent         
and subservient. 
  
Question - How to get rid of attraction and attachment to pleasure ? 
Swamiji - I have said before - let us change our sentiments on how              
can others gain happiness. How can others be benefited. How can           
others attain salvation. How can others attain their good fortune.          
How can others improve. How can others progress. 
  
Question - How to change the feelings and sentiments Maharajji ?           
With Guru’s grace or through satsang (meaning, association with         
Truth, with Holy company) ? 
 
Swamiji - This will change by the ’Self‘. Another point that I have             
thought about is - satsang. In satsang, if mutually the thoughts keep            
arising, then one can benefit immensely. Just as one person earns           
and becomes wealthy, and one person gets adopted by a wealthy           
person - what effort is made by the one who gets adopted ? Today a               
pauper, and tomorrow a millionnaire ! He gets the wealth that is            
already earned. In the same way, through satsang, one gets the           
earned wealth. He who has performed spiritual practices and has          
risen above his spiritual disciplines, how many years it has taken him            
! However, if he tells his point to us, we get the ‘earned wealth’, isn’t               
it ? 
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Question - Maharajji ! We do not always get satsang. 
Swamiji - Then whenever you get it, grab hold of it. I have heard              
an exceptional point on the subject of satsang - that satsang takes            
place only once, not twice. Twice one may hear, one may discuss,            
one may reflect, one may perform actions. Real actions, real          
reflection, real listening, real sharing / relaying - these can happen           
time and again, but ’sat ka sang‘, meaning, association with the           
’real‘ (Truth), takes place only once. If it takes place once, it takes             
place once and for all, forever, and one has to work time and again              
for that one time ’satsang’. 
 

When one realizes their real-Self (meaning, becomes       
enlightened) then it happens once and for all. When the eye opens,            
it opens once and for all. Does one need to practice to wake up from               
sleep ? Yes, one can attain salvation through practice, but there is            
much delay. However, on becoming enlightened, on accepting God         
or renunciation, one can attain salvation immediately.       
Enlightenment, belief and renunciation, can never be       
compartmentalized. They take place all at once, in an instant - baam            
!!! 

 
Just as after marriage, to regard the wife as your own does            

not require any practice, does not require any effort. You firmly,           
undoubtedly accept that she is your wife. In the same way, when            
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you accept a Guru, it is the same belief. Likewise ’God is mine’, one              
must firmly believe and accept. 

 
Just as it is deeply ingrained in the wife that this man is my              

husband and vice-versa, greater than this acceptance is the test that           
‘God is mine’. The feelings and sentiments by the husband and wife            
are created by themselves, but ‘we are God’s’ is not our own            
creation, rather it is self-evident and axiomatic. Your attention         
simply has to go in this direction that ‘Oh ho ! I belong to God ! Just                 
as Arjun said - ’Nashto mohah smrutirlabdhvaa‘ (Gita 18/73) - ‘My           
delusion is destroyed, and I now recollect !’ 

 
Recollection is not new knowledge, it is not a new          

relationship. If one remembers the relationship with God, this is a lot            
stronger bond than that between husband and wife. Because, the          
relationship between husband and wife is assumed and then it          
begins. There was no relationship at first. The time they get married,            
their relationship begins. However, the relationship with God does         
not have a beginning. This is an eternal relationship. We have to            
only accept this relationship. There is no reason for delay in this            
relationship. The day you accept it, satsang will take place that very            
day. “Sat ka sang” (meaning, association with Truth, Real, God)          
takes place ! 

 
In this, the obstacle is that the objects we know to be            

perishable we regard as our own. This is a mistake. We find it             
difficult to get rid of this fault. Realization of the Supreme Essence is             
easy, but the difficulty is in renouncing the world. We hoard the very             
same things we know to be transient and perishable. We seek           
pleasure from them - it is dangerous to take this step . We must              
change this. Even in this step, it is only a change in the inner              
sentiments - how can others gain happiness ? Even if you start from             
your home, then be it so. How can the mother, father, wife, son,             
family be happy. But alongside, stop expecting to take pleasure from           
them. You do not give comfort to those from whom there is no hope              
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of getting happiness. And the expectation to get pleasure from those           
you give pleasure to continues. This is the main obstacle. Therefore,           
having no expectation of getting happiness from others, give         
happiness to others, give rest and relaxation to others, honour          
other’s point of view. If you insist on your own views and points,             
then it will cause many problems. If you insist on your views, there             
will be bondage. 

 
Even though knowing that the perishable objects will not         

remain, becoming pleased with them and relishing them - in this the            
bondage begins. 

  
Question - Maharajji, it has become our nature to enjoy pleasures ! 
Swamiji - Brother ! It is for leaving such habits that we are             
gathered here ! Are you getting any money here ? There is no             
greater progress than improving one’s habit. There is no greater goal           
of man than purifying nature. There is no greater gain than this.            
Your goal, endeavour, effort must be to see to the improvement of            
your nature. Only nature can improve, what else can improve, tell           
me ? Only the nature of Saints and great souls improves. There is no              
change in the body; change is there only in nature. Therefore it is             
our habits, our nature that we have to purify. We have to remove all              
the impurities that come in it. This is the only main work that needs              
be done. 
 

Remember this - we are independent in improving our         
nature, we are not dependent. It is not so that someone else will do              
it. Only you will have to do it, then it will happen. Whenever it is,               
you only will have to do it. You had asked if this will happen by               
Guru’s grace or by the grace of a Saint. I will share with you an               
exceptional point on this subject. If it happens by Guru’s grace, then            
it is if you believe in the Guru, then it will happen. God’s grace has               
been there from time immemorial; but if you accept this, then it will             
do its work. Therefore it is said in the Gita -           
’Uddharedaatmanaatmaanam‘ (Gita 6/5) - ‘Uplift yourself by the        
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Self’. Without your acceptance, what will the Guru do ? If we accept             
someone as a Guru, if we believe in a Saint and Mahatma, then His              
grace will flow. 

 
When God is present, why are you suffering ? There are           

three points in God - God is Omniscient (All-knowing), Eternally          
compassionate and Almighty. Remember these three points, and        
contemplate on them. Being Omniscient, He understand our pain and          
sorrow. Being compassionate, He cannot see our pain, He melts on           
seeing our pain. Being Almighty, He can get rid of our pain and             
sorrow. Of these three points, if any point is missing, then it will be              
difficult. Just as, if a person is compassionate, but he is not aware of              
our suffering, or if he is compassionate, and knows about our pain            
and sorrow, but is incapable of getting rid of that suffering ! But             
when all three points are there, and we are still suffering, then it is a               
very surprising thing ! 

 
There was a kaayasth (a Hindu community) gentleman. He         

said to me, “What should I do, my daughter has grown up, but still              
she is not married”. I said to him, that right now only you are              
worrying about her, but if you worry more, then you and I both will              
begin to worry, both will begin to cry, what more will we be able to               
do ? If compassion increases, then I too will begin to cry, what more              
can we do ? I do not have money, I do not have that much power. In                 
the same way, if God feels sorry and if we are not that capable, then               
all he can do is cry, what else can he do ? However, God is entirely                
capable, He is Omniscient and He is compassionate, whereby out of           
His deep kindness He gets deeply moved. When these three things           
are present, why are we suffering ? In this, the reason is that we do               
not believe in Him ! Then, what can God do, tell me? 

  
Question - The shortcoming is in us only, Maharajji ! 
Swamiji - We only will have to remove our shortcomings, whether           
we remove it today, whether we do it after a few days, whether we              
do it after a month, whether we do it after a year, or whether we do                
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it after several lifetimes, it is up to us ! When you want to remove it,                
you will. Whether you do it now or after infinite births ! 
 

You have accepted the world to be your own, and you have            
not accepted God as your own - this is at the root of all obstacles.               
Therefore, accept God as your own - ’Mere to Giridhar Gopal, doosro            
na koyi’ - ’Only God is mine, there is none other.’ You are accepting              
God as your own, but you do not accept the second part, which is -               
’there is none other‘. Without accepting this there cannot be          
exclusivity. It is only those who with exclusivity, mind fixed on God,            
that for them God is easily attainable. 

 
’Ananyachetaah satatam, tasyaaham sulabh Paarth‘. (Gita 8/14) 

 
The condition is only that not to regard the many others as your             
own. 

 
एक बा�न क�ना�नधान क� । 

सो ��य जाक� ग�त न आन क� ॥  
(मानस ३/१०/४) 

 
Ek baani karunaanidhaan ki | 

so priya jaaken gati na aan ki ||  
  

If besides God there is no other support, there is no other            
love, there is no other aim, then he is dear to God. Therefore, with              
exclusive feelings, accept God as your very own. Doing this is in your             
hands. It is dependent on us. To listen to talks, to read the             
scriptures etc. you need the support of others, but doing something,           
has to be done by us only. 

 
Narayan!  Narayan !!  Narayan !!! 

 
From book in Hindi “Swaadheen kaise Bane”  by Swami Ramsukhdasji   
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WEBSITES:  

ENGLISH:  www.swamiramsukhdasji.net  

HINDI:   www.swamiramsukhdasji.org 
 

FACEBOOK: 

https://www.facebook.com/swamiramsukhdasji 
 

HINDI BLOG:  

www.satcharcha.blogspot.com 

ENGLISH BLOG:  

http://www.bolharibol.blogspot.com/ 
 

OTHER  

http://www.shriswamiramsukhdasjimaharaj.com/ 

http://www.sadhaksanjivani.com/  
 

GROUPS 

https://groups.yahoo.com/neo/groups/sadhaka/info 

https://groups.google.com/forum/#!forum/sadhak_insight 
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